COOK & MEET booking conditions
Cook & Meet is a unique, tailor‐made, no profit event created for a selected number of participants,
up to 10, with a dedicated chef in a dedicated location, teaching the participants to prepare a
special menu. We procure fresh and top‐quality ingredients, premium wines and digestives for a
guided tasting experience, and organize the cooking workshop including all the equipment based on
the number of confirmed participants.
In order to secure the participation and due to the high amount of requests, the following
conditions are applied.
1. Please contact Cook & Meet organization (see contacts here below) to make sure there are still
available places for the chosen event and to agree on your participation.
2. The participant shall deposit a portion of the total requested cost‐sharing contribution not later
than 2 days before the event. In case of regular events with a cost‐sharing of 690 czk per person,
such deposit is czk 400 per person. For other special events, the amount of the booking deposit is
detailed in the event invitation or direct communications with the organizer. The remaining sum
shall be paid by the participant during the event.
3. Deposit to: bank Account 5650700001 / 5500 (Raiffeisenbank), holder Daniele Toniolo. IBAN:
CZ2755000000005650700001
4. If the deposit is received by the organiser later than 2 days before the event and/or in case the
group gets fully booked in the meantime, the deposit shall be used for one of the next events.
5. In case the participant cancels the participation not later than 36 hours before the event starting
time (meaning by Wednesday at 10 a.m. in case of the regular Thursday events) the deposit shall
be refunded the next day. The participant can also transfer the deposit to an additional
participant to the chosen event, one to one of the next Cook & Meet events.
6. In case the participant cancels within 36 hours from the event starting time or in case does not
show up, the deposit will not be refunded and will be used to cover the cost of the ingredients
and the whole organization.
7. For other special events, the cancellation policy is detailed in the event invitation on Facebook or
direct communications to the perspective participants.
We look forward to see you all soon at Cook & Meet!
Daniele Toniolo
COOK & MEET
Liborova 24, 16900, Praha 6, Czech Republic
Tel.: +420-739-587039
Email: travel@alterna-tours.com
Web: www.alterna-tours.com , www.cook-meet.com
FB:
www.facebook.com/cookmeet.danton
Skype: danton70
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